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CSS has dramatically changed since its very first emergence, and it is continuing to evolve. In particular, the emergence of CSS3 has added many new features to CSS, including gradients and animations. Along with this are many new opportunities to build websites using only CSS and HTML. Developers are no longer dependent on techniques such as Flash and other tricks to build interactive and fancy websites.

CSS3 has played an integral role in building responsive websites, where CSS media queries have made it possible to apply some styles dependent on the width of the browser's viewport only.

Despite this improvement, CSS is inherently, at its core, a simple style sheet language that lacks some fundamental programming features such as variables, functions, and operators. The need for more maintainable CSS, especially with the explosion of complex web apps, has made CSS preprocessors such as Less a necessity in enabling us to write more readable and manageable versions without breaking cross-browser compatibilities.

Although Less cannot magically change CSS, it certainly provides us with the tools to help structure, modularize, debug, and maintain small or large CSS projects more easily. By extending CSS with variables, functions, and mixins; nesting CSS selectors; and allowing you to follow the don't repeat yourself (DRY) principle of software programming, Less behaves more like a programming language in a way that CSS never was. Despite some of the programming characteristics of Less, you should not be put off by this; by being built as a superset of CSS, its features are implemented in the CSS way and it follows W3C standards where possible. Designers and developers who are familiar with CSS will find coding in Less very natural. Because Less fixes these shortcomings of CSS, the best time to start using Less is now!

In this book, you are going to explore the Less preprocessor, most of its core, and some of its less frequently used features. Through these very easy-to-follow and practical recipes, you will learn how to write more maintainable and scalable CSS. You will explore making components and structures through reusable mixins and extends. We will also learn about frameworks that are based on Less, exploring their features and how they can be seamlessly integrated into your own projects. In addition, you will learn how to use prebuilt mixin libraries for your current or upcoming projects. Finally, you will look at debugging techniques that have been available for other preprocessors and are now available to Less through source maps. By the end of this book, you will have an extended knowledge and a good understanding of the power of Less, its libraries, and the important features it has to offer to make writing your CSS more natural, productive, and intuitive.
What This Book Covers

Chapter 1, Getting to Grips with the Basics of Less, shows you how to install the Less compiler for client- and server-side usage. After the installation, you will be shown how to make use of the basic features of Less: using variables, mixins, operations, built-in functions, and namespaces; how to nest your rules will also be on the menu here!

Chapter 2, Debugging and Documenting Your Less Code, shows you how to debug your Less code using your CSS source maps and browser developer tools. You will also be introduced to style guides and learn how to properly comment your code.

Chapter 3, Using Variables and Mixins, covers the advanced usage of variables and mixins in Less. After reading this chapter, you will know how to use variables to create reusable Less code and use mixins to make your CSS properties interactive.

Chapter 4, Leveraging the Less Built-in Functions, explains the different types of built-in functions of Less. You will find examples of each type of function, including functions for color manipulation and mathematical operations.

Chapter 5, Extending and Referencing, shows you how to extend and reference selectors and properties to help you write better CSS and reduce the size of the compiled CSS code. You will learn to change the order of selectors and merge them.

Chapter 6, Advanced Less Coding, walks you through the process of parameterized mixins and shows you how to use guards. A guard can be used with as if-else statements and make it possible to construct interactive loops in Less.

Chapter 7, Leveraging Libraries with Prebuilt Mixins, explains how to install and use the libraries of prebuilt mixins. You will explore different libraries such as Less Elements, Less hats, and Preboot to build background gradients, grids, and animations in Less, among others.

Chapter 8, Building a Layout with Less, takes you through the process of creating a complete website layout with Less. The layout will be built with a responsive and semantic grid and will include a vertical menu. Finally, you will also learn how to use iconic fonts with Less.
Chapter 9, *Using Bootstrap with Less*, shows you how to customize Bootstrap and its components using Bootstrap's Less source files. You will also learn how to use Bootstrap's mixins to make semantic and reusable layouts and components.

Chapter 10, *Less and WordPress*, shows you how to use Less when theming your WordPress site. This includes examples of the Roots.io, SemanticUI, and JBST WordPress themes. You will be shown how to customize the WooCommerce plugins with Less along with integrating Less into your other WordPress themes and plugins.

Chapter 11, *Compiling Less Real Time for Development Using Grunt*, shows you how to set up a Less compiler using Grunt for real-time compilation. It will also show you how to use several Node modules for your Less development. By the end of this chapter, you will be very comfortable setting up a development environment with Grunt and its plugins.
Getting to Grips with the Basics of Less

In this chapter, we will cover the following topics:

- Downloading, installing, and integrating less.js
- Installing the lessc compiler with npm
- Using less.js with Rhino
- Declaring variables with Less for commonly used values
- Setting the properties of CSS styles with mixins
- Writing more intuitive code and making inheritance clear with nested rules
- Creating complex relationships between properties
- Using the built-in functions of Less
- Using namespaces to make your code reusable and portable

Introduction

Leaner CSS (Less) is a preprocessor for CSS code. This chapter will guide you through the installation of Less. It can be used on the command line via npm (or Rhino) or downloaded as a script file for a web browser. Other third-party compilers are available too.

Although client-side compiling is not suitable for production, it is very useful to develop and test your code. A client-side compiler will run in any modern browser and show you the effect of your coding in real time. On the other hand, the server-side-compiled CSS code can be minified and used for production. Note that client-side compiling doesn't save the output and compiles your code again after each browser reload, while the output of the server-side compiler will be saved in a static CSS file.
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You will also see that Less, in contrast to CSS, is a programming language for writing CSS more efficiently. It adds built-in functions, variables, and mixins with a lot more to offer to CSS, which helps you to meet the Don't repeat yourself (DRY) principle of software programming and reuse your code. Variables enable you to define the commonly used values only once, and mixins create the reusable blocks of code. You will work more effectively and find that you will spend less time on debugging and maintaining your projects.

Less extends the CSS language, which also means that valid CSS code is valid Less code. Whoever is familiar with CSS will find that the process of learning Less has a flat learning curve and is very intuitive.

After installing Less, the other recipes in this chapter will show you its basic features and how to use them to write a better, reusable, and more maintainable CSS code.

**Downloading, installing, and integrating less.js**

The client-side compiler less.js can be downloaded from [http://lesscss.org/](http://lesscss.org/). You can use less.js in the browser, which is a great tool to get you started with Less, although it should only be used for development. For production usage, you should use precompiling. Precompiling with the Node.js compiler will be discussed in the Installing the lessc compiler with npm recipe.

**Getting ready**

You can download the latest version of less.js from [http://lesscss.org/](http://lesscss.org/) and copy this file into your working directory. You will also have to create the index.html and project.less files in the working directory. You can edit these files with any text editor of your choice.

You will have the following folder and file structure:

```
|-- index.html
|-- less
   |-- project.less
   |-- less.js
```

You will also need a modern web browser to inspect the results of your work.
It is not necessary to have a web server running. Navigating to the index.html file on your hard drive with your browser will be enough. However, this won’t work for all browsers, so use Mozilla Firefox to be sure when you do not have a web server running. The examples in this book use http://localhost/map/ and can be replaced with the path similar to file:///map/ or c:\map\, depending on your situation.

### How to do it...

1. To start the process, you will have to edit your index.html file. The index.html file should contain a valid HTML5 code and have references to the project.less and less.js files. After you edit it, the HTML file will look as follows:

```html
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
  <head>
    <meta charset="utf-8">
    <link rel="stylesheet/less" type="text/css" href="project.less">
    <script src="less.js" type="text/javascript"></script>
  </head>
  <body>
    <header>the header</header>
    <section>this is a paragraph</section>
    <footer>the footer</footer>
  </body>
</html>
```

2. The HTML5 code from the preceding step contains a header, section, and footer. Now you can use Less to style these elements. Enter the following code into the project.less file to give each element a different font color:

```less
header {
  color: blue;
}
section {
  color: green;
}
footer {
  color: purple;
}
```

3. Finally, you can inspect the result of your actions by opening the index.html file in your web browser.
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How it works...

The less.js compiler compiles the Less code in the project.less file linked with the following HTML code:

```html
<link rel="stylesheet/less" type="text/css" href="project.less" />
```

Note that without setting the rel="stylesheet/less" attribute, the compiler does not recognize your code.

The reference to the less.js compiler should be included after the reference to the project.less file in the preceding code as follows:

```html
<script src="less.js" type="text/javascript"></script>
```

Other Less files can be imported into project.less with the @import directive. All imports are compiled into CSS code. Also note that when using the server-side compiler, all of the compiled CSS code will be saved to the same file. The preceding code differs from the situation of linking more than one .less style sheet. When linking multiple .less style sheets, each file will be compiled independently and will not use variables and mixins defined in the other files.

The compiled CSS code will be injected into the HTML document and style your HTML elements according to normal CSS rules. When using Firefox's or Google Chrome's developer tools to inspect your source, you will find the compiled code as follows:

```html
<STYLE type="text/css">
/*<style type="text/css">
  @import "project.less";
  /*<style type="text/css">
</STYLE>
```

The less.js file also has a watch function that checks your files for changes and reloads your browser views automatically when changes are found. It is pretty simple to use—add #!watch after the URL you want to open, which in this case means appending #!watch after index.html, and then reload the browser window.
There's more...

You can configure the less.js compiler by adding a `less = {};` JavaScript object to your code using the following code:

```html
<link rel="stylesheet/less" type="text/css"
     href="less/styles.less" />
<script type="text/javascript">less = { env: 'development' }
</script>
<script src="less.js" type="text/javascript"></script>
```

In the preceding code, `less` is a global object used to parse the `env: 'development'` settings to `less.js`. Please refer to http://lesscss.org/#client-side-usage-browser-options to learn more about the settings that can be used with the `less.js` compiler.

Alternatively, these options can be set as data attributes on the `script` and `link` tags, as can be seen in the following example code from the Less website:

```html
<script src="less.js" data-poll="1000"
       data-relative-urls="false"></script>
<link data-dump-line-numbers="all" data-global-vars='{ myvar: "#ddffee", mystr: "\"quoted\""}' rel="stylesheet/less"
      type="text/css" href="less/styles.less"
</script>
```

In this recipe, a local copy of the `less.js` compiler was used. Alternatively, you can also load the `less.js` compiler from content delivery network (CDN) or build it with Bower. To load `less.js` from CDN, you will have to add the following code to your `index.html` file:

```html
<script src="//cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/less.js/2.x.x/less.min.js"></script>
```

If you aren't aware, Bower is a package manager for the Web. You can install Bower by running the following command in your console:

```
npm install bower
```

You can then run the following command to build `less.js` with Bower:

```
bower install less
```

See also

- More information about Bower can be found at http://bower.io/
Installing the lessc compiler with npm

For server-side compilation, Less comes with a command-line compiler for Node.js. The node package manager (npm) can be used to install the Less command-line compiler.

Node is a platform built on Chrome’s JavaScript runtime called V8, allowing you to easily create fast and scalable network applications.

Getting ready

If you have not installed Node.js and npm on your system yet, you will have to do this first. You can do this by following these steps:

1. Download the Node.js source code or a prebuilt installer for your platform from http://nodejs.org/download/.
2. Install Node.js, which includes npm, on your system.

In the Installing Node and Grunt recipe in Chapter 11, Compiling Less Real Time for Development Using Grunt, you can read about installing Node.js and npm on your system in more detail. After installing npm, you can simply run the following command:

```
npm install --global less
```

How to do it...

1. For this recipe, you will first need to create a simple Less file and save this file, which for instance might be example.less. You can try the following code in your example file:

```
@color: red;
.paint() {
  color: @color;
}
p {
  .paint();
}
```

2. After creating the Less file in the preceding format, you will need to save your file (which may be example.less or whatever filename you have chosen). If you have chosen example.less, you can run the following command in your command prompt:

```
lessc example.less
```
3. After running the `lessc` command, you will see it output the following CSS code in the console:

```css
p {
  color: #ff0000;
}
```

**How it works…**

If you are new to Less, the example Less code used inside `example.less` may contain some syntax that is completely alien to you. The code defines a `@color` variable and a `paint()` mixin. The *Declaring variables with Less for commonly used values* recipe explains the basics of variables in Less, while the *Setting the properties of CSS styles with mixins* recipe does the same for mixins.

By default, the `lessc` compiler outputs to `stdout`. You can redirect the output to a CSS file with the following command:

```
lessc example.less > example.css
```

Running the `lessc` compiler without any parameters will give you a list of options for the compiler.

You can use the `-x` option to compress your output as follows:

```
lessc -x example.less > example.css
```

In a similar manner, you can use either the `--clean-css` option for a more involved minification, or the `--source-map` option to create a v3 CSS source map. In the *Using CSS source maps to debug your code* recipe in Chapter 2, *Debugging and Documenting your Less Code*, you can read more about CSS source maps and Less. Note that in version 2 of Less, the `--clean-css` option has been moved into a plugin. The usage is similar: just install the plugin (`npm install -g less-plugin-clean-css`), then make use of the `--clean-css` argument.

**There's more...**

There are many other third-party compilers for Less with a compressive list available at [http://lesscss.org/usage](http://lesscss.org/usage).

With `grunt-contrib-less`, you can compile your code with Grunt. For Gulp, you can use `gulp-less`. The *Compiling style guides with Grunt* recipe in Chapter 11, *Compiling Less Real Time for Development Using Grunt*, shows you how to build a development workflow with the Grunt task runner.
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In this recipe, you read about Grunt and Gulp, which are JavaScript task runners or build systems. Comparing with Grunt's build system, Gulp's build system is relatively new. Gulp uses streams and code over configuration, which makes it more simple and intuitive.

See also

- In *Chapter 11, Compiling Less Real Time for Development Using Grunt*, you can read all you want to know about Grunt
- To read more about Gulp, you can visit http://gulpjs.com/
- The Gulp Less plugin can be found at https://github.com/plus3network/gulp-less

Using less.js with Rhino

Less also runs inside Rhino, which is an open source implementation of JavaScript written entirely in Java. It is typically embedded into Java applications to provide scripting to end users. Rhino enables you to use the original less.js distribution in a pure JVM environment.

Getting ready

To use less.js inside Rhino, you will have to download and install Rhino from the following links:

- Download and install the latest version of Rhino from https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Mozilla/Projects/Rhino/Download_Rhino
- Download the Rhino version of less-rhino-x.x.x.js and lessc-rhino-x.x.x.js from https://github.com/less/less.js/tree/master/dist

How to do it...

1. Open your text editor and create a file named example.less. The example.less file can contain, for instance, the following code:
   ```
   @base-color: red;
   h1 {
       color: @base-color;
   }
   ```

2. Now you can run the following command in your command prompt:
   ```
   java -jar js.jar -f less-rhino-1.7.0.js lessc-rhino-1.7.0.js example.less
   ```
3. The preceding command should output the following lines of CSS code:

```css
h1 {
  color: #ff0000;
}
```

**How it works...**

Rhino enables Java to run the JavaScript code, while `js.jar` runs the Less compiler and generates the CSS output.

To write the output of a file, you will have to append the filename of the CSS files to the list of commands, as follows:

```bash
java -jar js.jar -f less-rhino-1.7.0.js lessc-rhino-1.7.0.js example.less example.css
```

You can also add options for the compiler. You can add the `-x` option to compress the output as follows:

```bash
java -jar js.jar -f less-rhino-1.7.0.js lessc-rhino-1.7.0.js -x example.less
```

The preceding command will then output the following line of CSS code:

```css
h1{color:#f00}
```

**There's more...**

A Less compiler for Java has been built with Rhino. You can find out more information about this Less compiler for Java along with how to download it at https://github.com/marceloverdijk/lesscss-java.

**Declaring variables with Less for commonly used values**

Less allows you to use variables. You can assign a variable a value, which will be called a declaration. After a variable is declared, you can use the variable anywhere in your code to reference its value. Variables allow you to specify widely used values in a single place and then reuse them throughout your code. Defining once also means you have to edit it once when you want to change its value.
Getting ready

Open your text editor and create a file named example.less. Variables will start with @ and will have a name with examples, including @color, @size, and @tree. To write the name, you are allowed to use any alphanumeric characters, underscores, and dashes. Using this as an elaborate example, @this-is-variable-name-with-35-chars is a valid variable name.

How to do it...

1. Start with creating a simple HTML5 file named index.html, as follows:

```html
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
    <meta charset="utf-8">
    <title>Use variables in Less</title>
    <link rel="stylesheet/less" type="text/css" href="example.less">
    <script src="less.js" type="text/javascript"></script>
</head>
<body>
    <h1>Color your page with variables</h1>
    <p>Hello Less</p>
    <button>Click here</button>
</body>
</html>
```

2. You then need to create the example.less file, which should contain the following code:

```less
@base-color: red;
h1 {
    color: @base-color;
}
p{
    color: @base-color;
}
button {
    color: @base-color;
}
```
3. After the first two steps, you will end up with the following folder and file structure:

```
-index.html
- less
-- example.less
- less.js
```

4. After creating the files as described in the preceding steps, you can open index.html in your browser.

5. Now, change the first line of code `@base-color: red;` to `@base-color: green;` and reload your browser.

**How it works...**

As you can now see, changing the font color of the h1, p, and button text is easy as you change `@base-color` only once. The only thing you need to do is change the single line of the code: `@base-color: red;`. In the *Downloading, installing, and integrating less.js* recipe, you can read how to use the `watch` function of less.js to reload your browser automatically after changing and saving the `example.less` file.

Variables in Less are defined as the equivalent to statics in other programming languages. You assign a value to a variable once and use it everywhere in your code. To think of it in another way, this is like defining the value of the gravitational constant (for the force of gravity) or pi in your code. Both these values become constants once they are declared and so do not change at runtime. In fact, you can still change or redeclare them in Less, as explained in the There's more... section of this recipe.

You can assign any valid Less (or CSS) property value to a variable. Valid property values include the numbers, strings, lists, CSV lists, and escaped values. Strings and numbers can be used together to define values with units. For instance, the following code will show you a declaration for a length in pixels:

```
@length: 100px;
```

Other examples of valid variable declarations can be found in the following code:

```
@color: red;
@list: a b c d;
@csv-list: a, b, c, d;
@escaped-value: ~"dark@{color}";
```
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**There's more...**

Less uses the **last declaration wins** and **lazy loading** rules, which play an important role and make redeclaration of a variable suitable for customization.

**See also**

- You can read more about the usages of redeclaration variables for customization in the Redeclaring variables based on lazy loading recipe in Chapter 3, Using Variables and Mixins

**Setting the properties of CSS styles with mixins**

In Less, mixins hold a set of properties that can be reused for different rulesets. The properties of a mixin are included in the ruleset. The mixin itself does not generate output to the final CSS. They look like normal classes (or an ID ruleset, starting with #). Although they are optional, most mixin declarations end with parentheses, which prevent the mixins from compiling into the source. A mixin with parentheses is called a **parametric mixin**. You can read more about parametric mixins in the Using parametric mixins recipe in Chapter 3, Using Variables and Mixins.

**Getting ready**

Open your text editor and create a file named mixins.less. In this file, define a mixin for rounded corners, as follows:

```
.rounded-corners() {
  border-radius: 5px;
}
```

You will also need an index.html file containing some HTML elements to which you can give rounded corners.

**How to do it...**

1. You first need to create a valid HTML5 document named index.html with the following elements:

   ```html
   <header>the header</header>
   <p>this is a paragraph</p>
   <footer>the footer</footer>
   ```
Chapter 1

Make sure the head section of your index.html file also contains the following code:

```html
<link rel="stylesheet/less" type="text/css" href="project.less">
<script src="less.js" type="text/javascript"></script>
```

Note that the preceding code references a Less file called `project.less` instead of `mixins.less`.

2. After creating the index.html file, you can start writing your Less code, which will give the HTML elements rounded corners. Since mixins can be reused, it will be a good practice to write them in a separated file, enabling you to import the mixins in your other projects too.

3. Now, create your `project.less` file. This file imports the mixin(s) from the `mixins.less` file using the following code:

```less
@import "mixins.less";
```

4. After creating the files, visit the `mixins.less` file. Here, write the following code:

```less
.rounded-corners() {
  border-radius: 5px;
}
```

5. Following this edit, you can give an HTML element rounded corners by adding the `rounded-corners()` mixin call to its property list. Finally, your `project.less` file will look as shown in the following code:

```less
@import "mixins.less";

@header-background-color: red;
@paragraph-background-color: orange;
@footer-background-color: green;

header {
  .rounded-corners();
  background-color: @header-background-color;
  color: contrast(@header-background-color);
}
p {
  .rounded-corners();
```
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```less
background-color: @paragraph-background-color;
color: contrast(@paragraph-background-color);
}
footer {
  .rounded-corners();
  background-color: @footer-background-color;
color: contrast(@footer-background-color);
}
```

How it works...

Every element has a `background-color` and `color` property set to make the rounded corners visible and the fonts readable. The `color` property is set with the built-in `contrast` function. You can read more about the built-in functions in the Using the built-in functions of Less recipe. When you open the `index.html` file, it looks like the following screenshot:

```
the header
this is a paragraph
the footer
```

Less allows you to copy the properties of a class to another by simply adding the class to the property list. Consider the following example Less code:

```less
.class1
{
  property1: value1;
}
.class 2
{
  .class1
  property2: value2;
}
```

The preceding Less code will compile into the following CSS code:

```css
.class1 {
  property1: value1;
}
.class2 {
  property1: value1;
  property2: value2;
}
```
As you can see, the `property1` property is added to the `.class2` class, but `.class1` has also been compiled into the source. With parentheses, the `.class1` mixin is not compiled into the CSS source, so the following code will not be visible in the source:

```less
.class1() {
    property1: value1;
}
```

### There's more...

In the example code of this recipe, you set a `background-color` and `color` property for each element again. While using parametric mixins, as described in the *Using parametric mixins* recipe in *Chapter 3, Using Variables and Mixins*, you can write a second mixin to set these properties. The `roundedcorners()` mixin can be called from this particular mixin. The second mixin will then look like the following Less code:

```less
.roundedcorners() {
    .rounded-corners();
    background-color: @background-color;
    color: contrast(@background-color);
}
```

The `colored-and-rounded()` mixin can be added to the `mixins.less` file. Your `project.less` file will then look as follows:

```less
*import "mixins.less";*

@header-background-color: red;
@paragraph-background-color: orange;
@footer-background-color: green;

header {
    .colored-and-rounded();
}
p {
    .colored-and-rounded();
}
footer {
    .colored-and-rounded();
}
```
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Writing more intuitive code and making inheritance clear with nested rules

HTML elements in the hierarchy of the Document Object Model (DOM) of HTML5 documents are nested while CSS, on the other hand, does not reflect this nested structure. Less makes nesting of CSS selectors possible. With the nested selectors being used, your code reflects the nested structure of HTML5.

Getting ready

To get started, you will need to create a valid HTML5 file, including some nested elements. Your HTML, for instance, may look like the following code:

```html
<section role="main">
  <h1>heading</h1>
  <p>some content</p>
</section>
```

You will also have to create an empty Less file named `project.less`. Make sure the head section of your HTML5 document also contains the following code:

```html
<link rel="stylesheet/less" type="text/css" href="project.less">
<script src="less.js" type="text/javascript"></script>
```

How to do it...

In CSS, the section with the nested `h1` and `p` elements can, for instance, be styled with the following CSS code:

```css
section h1 {}
section p {}
```

However, with Less, you can style the same elements using the following Less code:

```less
section {
  h1 {}
  p{}
}
```
How it works...

In the preceding example, nesting the selector mimics the nested structure of your HTML code. Nesting makes the code intuitive and so much easier to read and maintain. Less's code will also be more concise than its corresponding CSS code. You should use nesting with care; nesting too much will break your CSS code after small changes in your HTML. You should not try to nest your complete HTML structure, but nesting will be very useful to assign pseudo classes, such as hover, to your elements.

Note that the nested selectors in Less still compile to un-nested selectors in CSS.

To see how this works, use the following Less code:

```less
section {
  h1 {font-size: 20em;}
  p { padding: 0 10px;}
}
```

The preceding code will compile into the following CSS code:

```css
section h1 { 
  font-size: 20em; 
}
section p { 
  padding: 0 10px; 
}
```

There's more...

Although nesting your selector can make your code more intuitive, it can equally break other things. For instance, considering object-oriented CSS (OOCSS) principles; these do not allow nesting of headings (h1 to h6). Headings are considered to be built-in objects in OOCSS and so their appearance should be consistent across an entire site.

See also

- You can read more about OOCSS at http://appendto.com/2014/04/oocss/
- Read the presentation by Nicole Sullivan used to introduce OOCSS at http://www.slideshare.net/stubbornella/object-oriented-css
Creating complex relationships between properties

Less supports basic arithmetic operations. These operations, such as division (/), can be applied to any number, variable, or even color. They can be used to create complex relationships between properties.

Getting ready

You will first need to create a Less file named `project.less` and a valid HTML5 document named `index.html`. You should make sure the head section of the `index.html` file contains the following lines of code:

```html
<link rel="stylesheet/less" type="text/css" href="project.less">
<script src="less.js" type="text/javascript"></script>
```

How to do it...

1. First create an HTML structure in the `index.html` file as follows:
   ```html
   <div class="container">
   <section role="main">Content</section>
   <aside role="complementary">Side bar</aside>
   </div>
   ```

2. To set the width of the content and sidebar dependent on the width of the container, you can use the following Less code:
   ```less
   @basic-width: 800px;
   .container {
     width: @basic-width;
     section {
       width: @basic-width * 2/3;
       background-color:red;
       color:white;
       float:left;
     }
     aside {
       width: @basic-width * 1/3;
       background-color: black;
       color: white;
     }
   }
   ```
3. Now you can open the index.html file in your browser, which will look like the following screenshot:

Note that browsers can use different algorithms to round the pixel values when you assign them with decimal numbers. This phenomenon has also been described as Sub-Pixel problems in CSS. You can read more about these sub-pixel problems in CSS at http://ejohn.org/blog/sub-pixel-problems-in-css/.

How it works...

In Less, you can operate numbers, variables, and colors. The compiler understands colors and units. Take a look at the following Less code:

```less
@width: 50px;
@color: yellow;
p {
  width: @width * 50;
  color: @color + #111;
}
```

This will actually compile into the following CSS code:

```css
p {
  width: 2500px;
  color: #ffff11;
}
```

The Less compiler accepts different types of color definitions. In Less, you can use the hexadecimal notation for **red, green, and blue (RGB)** values, the RGB functional notation, or one of the 148 color names defined in CSS3. A complete overview of the color definition can be found at http://www.w3.org/TR/css3-color/ and http://lesscss.org/functions/#color-definition. When applying a basic operation on two or more colors, the compiler gives the result as a color even when different types of color definitions are used. As you can see, yellow + #111 compiles into #ffff11.

When multiplying 50px fifty times, the compiler automatically adds the px unit after the calculated result.
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There's more...

In this recipe, you learned about some basic operations on colors. Less also has many built-in functions to define and manipulate colors. You can read more about Less's built-in color functions in Chapter 4, Leveraging the Less Built-in Functions.

See also

- At http://meyerweb.com/eric/css/colors/, you can find an overview of the 147 (or 148) color keywords
- Refer to http://meyerweb.com/eric/thoughts/2014/06/19/rebeccapurple/ for color names, which are defined in the CSS3 module along with their corresponding numeric equivalents

Using the built-in functions of Less

Less has many built-in functions that can be leveraged for others, transforming colors, manipulating strings, or even performing mathematical operations.

Getting ready

Create a valid HTML document named index.html and an empty project.less file. Make sure your index.html HTML5 document has the following lines of code in its head section:

```html
<link rel="stylesheet/less" type="text/css" href="project.less">
<script src="less.js" type="text/javascript"></script>
```

How to do it...

This recipe will show you how to use the darken() and contrast() built-in functions. Perform the following steps:

1. Start this recipe by creating a simple HTML structure in the index.html file, shown as follows:
   ```html
   <div class="item color1">Text</div>
   <div class="item color2">Text</div>
   <div class="item color3">Text</div>
   <div class="item color4">Text</div>
   <div class="item color5">Text</div>
   ```
2. After creating the HTML page, add the following Less code to the `project.less` file:

```less
@start-color: white;
.color1 {
  background-color: @start-color;
  color: contrast(@start-color);
}
.color2 {
  @color: darken(@start-color, 25%);
  background-color: @color;
  color: contrast(@color);
}
.color3 {
  @color: darken(@start-color, 50%);
  background-color: @color;
  color: contrast(@color);
}
.color4 {
  @color: darken(@start-color, 75%);
  background-color: @color;
  color: contrast(@color);
}
.color5 {
  @color: darken(@start-color, 100%);
  background-color: @color;
  color: contrast(@color);
}
```

3. Now, open the `index.html` file in the browser and you will see the following output:

```
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
```

**How it works...**

Both the `darken()` and `contrast()` functions return a color. The `darken()` function returns a darker variant of the input color, and `contrast()` returns black or white, based on the highest contrast with the input color.
The `darker()` function ensures that a color is readable against a background, which will be useful to meet web accessibility requirements too. The `contrast()` function compares the luma value (also called luminosity that represents the brightness in an image) of a color and not the lightness.

**There's more...**

The built-in functions of Less can be grouped based on their input type. Refer to the following functions:

- The **string** functions can be used to manipulate strings. The `replace` function, which replaces the text in a string, is an example of a string function.
- The **type** functions, which include functions such as `isnumber()` and `iscolor()`, return a Boolean value. The `iscolor()` function returns `true` for values such as `#ff0` or `red` and `false` for all other kinds of input types.
- The **list** functions operate on values. Both comma and space-separated lists are supported. The only two functions in the group are `extract()` and `length()`. The group of mathematical functions contain functions for all kinds of mathematical operations, such as `sin()`, `round()`, and `pow()`.
- Finally, there are four **groups of functions** that can be used with colors:
  - Color definition functions
  - Color channel functions
  - Color operations functions
  - Color blending functions

You will also have to note that the example code in this recipe did not meet the DRY principle of software programming. When using guards, as described in the *Building loops leveraging mixins and guards* recipe in Chapter 6, Advanced Less coding, you can solve this issue of code repetition. You can rewrite the Less code to the following code, which uses a guard:

```less
.shade(@color, @number) when (@number > 0) {
  .shade(@color, @number - 1);
  @darkcolor: darken(@color, (25% * (@number - 1)));
  .color@{number} {
    background-color: @darkcolor;
    color: contrast(@darkcolor);
  }
}
.shade(white, 5);
```
See also

A complete list of the built-in functions supported by Less can be found at http://lesscss.org/functions/.

Using namespaces to make your code reusable and portable

In programming languages, namespace is used to create a different scope for an object of a different origin. It prevents problems with such objects that have the same name. In Less, you can also create and use namespaces. They will help you to make your Less code more portable and reusable.

Getting ready

Open your text editor and create a file named project.less. If you don’t use the command-line compiler, you will also have to create a valid HTML5 document, including the following lines of code in the head section:

```html
<link rel="stylesheet/less" type="text/css" href="project.less">
<script src="less.js" type="text/javascript"></script>
```

How to do it...

1. Create two mixins with the same name in the project.less file. You can, for instance, use the following code to create two mixins called mixin:

   ```less
   .mixin(){
     color: red;
   }
   .mixin(){
     color: blue;
   }
   e1 {
     mixin
   }
   ```

2. Now, compile the Less code you wrote in the project.less file and you will find that it will compile into the following code:

   ```less
   e1 {
     color:red;
     color:blue;
   }
   ```
3. After compiling your code, you can use the following Less code to wrap the first mixin in a namespace called #namespace, as follows:

```less
#namespace {
  .mixin() {
    color: red;
  }
}

.mixin() {
  color: blue;
}
```

4. Now the namespace `mixin` can be utilized with the following Less code:

```less
e1 {
  #namespace > mixin;
}
```

5. Finally, the Less code from the preceding step will compile into the following CSS code:

```css
e1 {
  color: red;
}
```

How it works...

The Less compiler doesn't throw an error for mixins with the same (or conflicting) names. The compiler compiles every matching mixin into the CSS code. You can read more about matching mixins in the Building loops leveraging mixins guards recipe in Chapter 6, Advanced Less coding.

Namespaces prevent conflicting names. In Less, a namespace starts with # and the code for it should be wrapped between accolades. A typical namespace will look as follows:

```less
#namespace { .mixin(){} }
```

Mixins inside a namespace can be called by adding the namespace before the mixin call, which you can see in the following code:

```less
#namespace > mixin;
```

You can also use the following code; it will generate the same result as you have obtained in the preceding code:

```less
#namespace mixin;
```

Note that the > sign in the preceding code is optional. The > sign has the same meaning as in CSS. In CSS, the > sign means a child (must be an immediate child, not any descendant).
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